throughout the genome. The large, complex tandem repeats, which are less studied in birds, are the subject of this paper. We isolated from a Whooping Crane (Grus americana) an autoso~ mal, complex tandem repeat with taxon specificity and suggest that it may contribute to the isolating mechanism in cranes. Isolation of the whooper repeat.--The specific clone for the Whooping Crane (whooper repeat) was isolated fortuitously during an unsuccessful survey for sex-specific repetitive sequences (data not shown). Clones were tested individually for their ability to 73 
repetitive sequences do not code for genes, they often escape selection and may accumulate mutations rapidly. Consequently, repeats are good candidates for the study of closely related species. Repeats may be interspersed throughout the genome or arranged in long, tandem arrays. Arthur and Straus (1977) found that repeated sequences were not extensively interspersed in the chicken (Gallus gallus) genome, and established that avian-genome sequence organization is most similar to that of Drosophila. The Cot curves they produced from DNA samples sheared to different lengths, indicating that both the fold-back component and the moderately repeated component of chicken genomes are primarily tandem repeats. Tandem throughout the genome. The large, complex tandem repeats, which are less studied in birds, are the subject of this paper. We isolated from a Whooping Crane (Grus americana) an autoso~ mal, complex tandem repeat with taxon specificity and suggest that it may contribute to the isolating mechanism in cranes. Dot-blot analysis.--DNA from two male Whooping Cranes, two male Sandhill Cranes, a male hybrid of the two species, and a female of each member of the genus Grus (as well as a female chicken) were tested. We sonicated 2. A six-day exposure of the same blot revealed weak hybridization with some other species of crane, which indicates the presence of similar sequence(s). Note that this experiment cannot differentiate between copy numbers and degree of sequence similarity. The low signals from the longer exposed dot blot may be due to small numbers of sequences identical to the whooper sequences, or due to a large number of sequences that are similar enough to the whooper sequence to cause a fraction of them to hybridize with the probe. DNA from the Black-necked Crane (G. nigricollis) and the Hooded Crane (G. monachus) produced signals equivalent to approximately 15 pg of the sequence in the 2.5 •g dots of DNA, and that from the Japanese Crane (G. japonensis) contained slightly less. The remaining members of the Gruidae did not hybridize with the whooper probe (at high stringency), nor did the chicken or Hela DNAs, even after six days of exposure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of Whooping
Southern blot analysis.--We utilized Southern blot analysis to determine the pattern of restriction fragments containing this repeated sequence (Fig. 2) . At low stringency, we observed doublet patterns of fragments in digests of DNAs of most gruids, including the Wattled Crane (Bugeranus carunculatus). High-molecular-weight bands were missing or were very light in some species, such as the Japanese Crane. (Fig. 2) The hypothesis that species-specific tandem repeats and the proteins that bind them co- 
